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Mandarin wh -words can have question or non-question (e.g., existential, universal quantificational) interpreta- 

tions. Their interpretations in a sentence are usually not ambiguous, as the distinct interpretations need to be 

licensed by particular items/contexts. The starting point of our study concerns a case which allows the wh -words 

to remain ambiguous in a sentence: wh -words such as shénme appearing with di ǎnr . After empirically confirm- 

ing that such sentences are indeed ambiguous (Study 1), we turn to the question of whether and how prosody 

helps disambiguate such sentences. Our production experiment (Study 2) shows that wh -declaratives differ from 

wh -questions in terms of prosodic properties already from the clause onset. Wh -declaratives are longer than wh - 

questions starting from the subject and the pattern reverses at the wh -word; wh -declaratives are lower in F0 and 

smaller in F0 range than wh -questions at the wh -word and there is a F0 range compression in the post- wh -word 

region in wh -questions; wh -declaratives show larger intensity range than wh -questions at the verb and the pattern 

reverses at the wh -word. An implication of this study concerns the focal status of wh -words in wh -questions and 

wh -declaratives: wh -words are foci in wh -questions but cannot be foci in wh -declaratives. 
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1 From here on, we gloss shénme simply as shenme , as it can have interroga- 
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. Introduction 

.1. Wh -words in Mandarin Chinese 

Mandarin Chinese is a wh -in-situ language ( Huang, 1982 ), in which
uestion words (i.e., wh -words) remain at their base position, as illus-
rated in (1). (1a) is an ordinary information-seeking question, where the
h -word shénme ‘what’ corresponds to the direct object of the sentence.
he wh -word shénme occupies the same position as the direct object sh ū

book’ in the declarative counterpart in (1b). 

(1) a. Zh āng S ān m ǎi-le shénme? 
Zhang San buy- perf what 
‘What did Zhang San buy?’ [ wh -question] 

b. Zh āng S ān m ǎi-le sh ū . 
Zhang San buy- perf book 
‘Zhang San bought a book.’ [declarative] 

Besides the interrogative interpretation, wh -words in Mandarin
as in Japanese and Korean) can receive a universal (‘everything’)
r existential (‘something’) interpretation, subject to different licen-
ors/quantifiers, as shown in (2a) and (2b). In (2a), the universal inter-
retation is licensed by the maximality operator d ō u (see Giannakidou
nd Cheng, 2006 ; Cheng, 2009 for the analysis of d ō u as a maximality
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perator), while in (2b), the existential interpretation is triggered by the
es-no question particle ma . 

(2) a. Zh āng S ān shénme d ō u m ǎi. 
Zhang San shenme all buy 
‘Zhang San buys everything.’ [universal] 

b. Zh āng S ān m ǎi-le shénme ma? 
Zhang San buy- perf shenme 1 yes-no particle 2 

‘Did Zhang San buy anything?’ [existential] 

Although the wh- words can have different interpretations, the in-
erpretation of wh -words in Mandarin in each sentence is in general
n ambiguous, as the different interpretations are connected to different
icensors. In the absence of any overt licensors, a wh -word like shénme

s typically interpreted as an interrogative word (‘what’) and the sen-
ence is a wh -question, as (1a). In the case most relevant for the current
tudy, i.e., the existential interpretation of wh- words (e.g., ‘something’
or shénme ), aside from the yes-no question environment (2b), the exis-
ential interpretation of the wh -word (‘something’) has been shown to
e licensed by sentences containing negation, conditionals, and epis-
emic modalities. These sentences are referred to as "nonveridical sen-
ng University of Foreign Studies, Room 103, Building 8, No. 2 Baiyun Avenue 

ive and non-interrogative interpretations. 
2 We gloss ma as yes-no particle, the particle for yes-no questions. 
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ences/contexts". That is, in these sentences/contexts, the truth of a
roposition (e.g. ‘Zhang San bought things’) cannot be entailed, as in
2b) (see Li, 1992 ; Lin, 1998 , 2014 ; Huang, 2018 for details). 

.2. An ambiguous case in interpreting wh -words 

Though most cases of wh -words are un ambiguous, there are a few in-
tances where the wh -word is in fact ambiguous between a declarative
nd question interpretation. Consider the sentence in (3), which con-
ains an adverb zuóti ān ‘yesterday’ and the perfective marker le . This is
 typical veridical sentence, in which the truth of the proposition (e.g.
Zhang San bought things’) is entailed. Following previous analyses of
xistential interpretation of wh -words (as mentioned above), where the
xistential interpretation is only licensed in nonveridical contexts, we
xpect the wh -word in (3) to only have an interrogative interpretation
‘what’) as in (3i). 

(3) Zh āng S ān zuóti ān m ǎi-le di ǎnr 3 shénme 
Zhang San yesterday buy- perf a.little shenme 
i. ‘What did Zhang San buy a little of yesterday?’ ( wh -question) 
ii. ‘Zhang San bought a little of something yesterday.’ ( wh -declarative) 

Nonetheless, our observation in (3) runs counter to the existing lit-
rature. In particular, native speaker informants consider the wh -word
n (3) to also have an existential reading (i.e., ‘something’) as in (3ii).
his means that the sentence in (3) is in fact ambiguous; it can be in-
erpreted as a wh -question or as a declarative. In this paper we use
he term wh -declarative to refer to a declarative sentence which con-
ains a wh -word. To determine whether (3) is indeed ambiguous be-
ween a wh -question interpretation and a wh -declarative interpretation,
 solid empirical study is needed, which we conducted, and is reported
n Section 2 . 

.3. The role of prosody in distinguishing questions and declaratives 

With ambiguous sentences like (3), the question also arises whether
nd how the two interpretations or clause types ( wh -questions and wh -
eclaratives) are disambiguated by speakers. 

It is known that context can play a role in resolving ambiguities or
ifferentiating interpretations or clause types ( Spivey-Knowlton et al.,
993 ). Nonetheless, when an utterance such as (3) is used out of context,
ow can the wh -question interpretation be distinguished from the wh -
eclarative interpretation? Previous studies have shown that prosody
an function as the defining feature of questions in the absence of an
vert syntactic interrogativity marker (e.g. Bolinger, 1978 ; Ohala, 1983 ,
984 ). In other words, when declaratives are string identical to ques-
ions, prosody plays a critical role in marking the different clause types
 Jun and Oh, 1996 ; Frota, 2002 ; Face, 2004 ; Vion and Colas, 2006 ;
altazani, 2007 , among others). In Mandarin, prosodic markings are
ften investigated from either a global perspective like the sentence F0
urve/contour or local prosodic features like duration, F0 (range) or in-
ensity (range) on the syllable or word level or a combination of both
 Shi, 1980 ; Shen, 1994 ; Yuan, 2004 ; Liu, 2009 ; Jiang and Chen, 2011 ).
n Mandarin, polar questions can also be string identical to declaratives,
nd the former are marked with a higher sentence F0 curve as compared
ith their declarative counterparts ( Shi, 1980 ; Shen, 1990 , 1994 ; Yuan,
004 , 2006 ; Jiang and Chen, 2011 , among others) and the biggest F0
ifference between the two clause types often lies in the final syllable
 Yuan, 2004 , 2006 ). 

The above studies on the role of prosody in marking different clause
ypes are centered on polar questions. However, it remains unclear
3 Di ǎnr is considered to be a quantifier ( Zhang, 2013 ) or a determiner with ex- 

stential force ( Tsai, 2010 ), denoting the meaning of “a small quantity ”. It func- 

ions as a licensor for the existential interpretation of shénme . Different from 

aiwan Mandarin di ǎn |ti ɛ n|, the Beijing Mandarin di ǎnr |ti ɐ r| in our case is 

rhuayin, namely, it has an R-ending Retroflexion, a very typical retroflex phe- 

omenon in Beijing Mandarin ( Huang and Liao, 2002 ). 
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22 
hether and how wh -declaratives and wh -questions as in (3) are prosod-
cally marked and distinguished. Studies have shown that Korean (also a
h- in-situ language with wh -words with similar properties as Mandarin)
tilizes pitch accent and prosodic phrasing to differentiate wh -questions
nd declaratives containing wh -words: normally, a wh -interrogative
ears a high-pitch accent and a wh -existential bears a low-pitch accent;
h -questions are characterized by a post- wh -word de-phrasing, namely,
 deletion of accentual phrasings following the wh -word ( Jun and Oh,
996 ; Shin, 2005 ; Yun, 2012 ). In Mandarin, so far, only two studies in-
estigate the prosody of the two relevant clause types ( Dong, 2009 ; Liu
t al., 2016 ). Below we review them one by one. 

Dong (2009) compares wh -questions and wh -declaratives in terms
f F0, although not on string identical cases. As illustrated in (4), the
h -word shéi is interpreted as a question word ‘who’ in (4a) and as an
xistential in (4b) meaning ‘someone’. Dong’s results show that wh -word
s the most prosodically prominent item in wh -questions as shown by its
xpanded pitch range, while in contrast it has a compressed pitch con-
our in wh -declaratives; instead, the verb bears the prosodic prominence
ith expanded pitch range in wh -declaratives. 

(4) a. Méi yéyú-le shéi? [ wh -question] 
Mei ridicule- perf who 
‘Who did Mei ridicule?’ 

b. H ǎoxiàng Méi yéyú -le shéi. 4 [ wh -declarative] 
Seem Mei ridicule- perf someone 
‘It seems that Mei ridiculed someone.’ 

Dong’s study focusses on F0. Nonetheless, duration (and inten-
ity) can also be informative prosodic cues to investigate ( Shen, 1993 ;
huang and Fon, 2010 ). 

Liu et al. (2016) investigate the prosodic marking of wh -questions
ith the string identical wh -declaratives. They compare the two clause

ypes from the perspective of both local prosodic features (prosodic
roperties of each word) and global prosodic features (sentence F0
urve). The examples (5a-b) illustrate the comparisons between the two
lause types. 

(5) a. Zh āng S ān d ǎsuàn ch ī di ǎnr 5 shénme g āo? [ wh -question] 
Zhang San intend.to eat a.little shenme cake 
‘What kind of cake does Zhang San intend to eat?’ 

b. Zh āng S ān d ǎsuàn ch ī di ǎnr shénme g āo. [ wh -declarative] 
Zhang San intend.to eat a.little shenme cake 
‘Zhang San intends to eat whatever cake.’ 

Similar to Dong (2009) , Liu et al. found that the wh -word in wh -
uestions bears extended pitch range and higher pitch register than its
ounterpart in wh -declaratives. However, unlike Dong (2009) , Liu et al.
o not find any prosodic differences at the verb between the two clause
ypes in (5), and the prominent word in both clause types is mostly at
he sentence final position (e.g. g āo ). Furthermore, it should be noted
hat, in Liu et al.’s study, the wh -word shénme is a modifier of the object
oun ‘cake’, as shown in (5), while Dong uses the wh -word as the object,
s shown in (4). In addition, Liu et al.’s results are based on a pilot study
ith a small sample of speakers (8 speakers). Hence Liu et al.’s results

hould be considered cautiously. 
Based on these very limited studies, we can only conclude that wh -

ords have higher pitch and expanded pitch range when used as ques-
ion words as compared with their existential counterparts. A knowl-
dge gap remains as we cannot draw a clear picture with respect to how
rosody can distinguish the two clause types, namely wh -questions and
h -declaratives. In particular, at which point in the sentence does a wh -
4 Haoxiang ‘(it) seems’ in this sentence ensures that the sentence is non- 

eridical, yielding the environment for existential interpretation of the wh -word. 
5 Note that the stimuli in Liu et al. (2016) also contain the quantifier di ǎnr , 

s in our study. But their stimuli containing d ǎsuàn ‘intend to’ in (5b) yields a 

onveridical context, which can license the existential reading of shénme . This 

iffers from our observation concerning (3), which is a veridical context con- 

aining di ǎnr . 
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6 A-not-A question is a type of polar question in Mandarin offering a choice 

between an affirmative sentence and its negative counterpart. 
eclarative begin to differ from a wh -question in terms of prosody, and
n which prosodic properties (F0, duration or intensity) do they differ? 

.4. Research questions 

In this paper, we scrutinize the prosody of wh -declaratives and wh-

uestions, addressing the following research questions: 

R(1). In sentences containing wh -words, are the two interpretations
( wh -declarative, wh -question) both available? 

R(2). Is there a prosodic distinction between wh -questions from wh -
declaratives? If yes, how do they differ? 

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 , we report the results
f a reading study that investigated the availability of both a declarative
nd a question interpretation in sentences like (3), answering research
uestion R(1). Section 3 presents the results of a production experiment
n wh -questions and wh -declaratives, answering research question R(2).
ection 4 concludes and examines the implications of the results found
n the reading study and the production study. 

. A reading study on wh -questions and wh -declaratives 

We have reported above that the veridical sentence in (3) contain-
ng a wh -word preceded by the quantifier di ǎnr (‘a little’), is observed to
e ambiguous between a question interpretation and a declarative in-
erpretation ( wh -word shénme interpreted as an existential ‘something’),
hich challenges previous analyses where the existential interpretation

s licensed in nonveridical sentences only. To investigate whether our
bservation is empirically supported, we conducted a reading study
here participants were asked to read silently wh -sentences containing
h -words preceded by di ǎnr (‘a little’) as in example (3), and to finish

hem using a question mark or a full stop. Since no prosodic cues or pre-
ious contexts are given, we predict that participants will identify the
h -sentences as both questions and declaratives, due to the ambiguous

tatus of the wh -word plus di ǎnr . 

.1. Participants 

Eighty-four native speakers of Beijing Mandarin (53 females and 31
ales, 𝑥 age = 20 years old, SD = 2.3) were paid to participate in the

eading experiment. All of them came from the northern part of Main-
and China and at the time of testing were students at Tsinghua Univer-
ity. None of them reported speech problems or visual impairment. Prior
o testing, informed written consent was obtained from each participant.

.2. Experimental materials 

We created a total of 40 stimuli. Half of the stimuli were ambigu-
us between an interrogative and a declarative interpretation (target
timuli), see (6a). The other half of the stimuli were unambiguous; they
ould be interpreted only as interrogatives (control stimuli), see (6b).
s shown in (6), the target and control stimuli were string identical
xcept for di ǎnr ‘a little’, which was present in the target stimuli but
bsent in the control. To construct the stimuli we used the basic word
rder in Mandarin ( Li, 1990 ): Subject (proper name, e.g. Féng T āo ), Ad-
erb (e.g. zúoti ān ‘yesterday’), Verb (e.g. zùo ‘make’) + Perfective marker
 le ), ( di ǎnr ), Direct Object ( shénme ‘what/something’), and Prepositional
hrase (e.g. g ěi Wáng Y ī ng ‘to/for Wang Ying’). For the subject and the
ndirect object we used the commonly used disyllabic Chinese proper
ames. The length (the number of syllables) of all constituents was kept
onstant across stimuli. 
23 
[Target] 
(6) a. Féng T āo zúoti ān zùo-le di ǎnr shénme g ěi Wáng Y ī ng 

Feng Tao yesterday make- perf a.little shenme for Wang Ying 
‘What did Feng Tao make for Wang Ying yesterday?’ or 
‘Feng Tao yesterday made a little of something for Wang Ying.’ 

[Control] 
b. Féng T āo zúoti ān zùo-le shénme g ěi Wáng Y ī ng 

Feng Tao yesterday make- perf what for Wang Ying 
‘What did Feng Tao make for Wang Ying yesterday?’ 

The target and control stimuli were intermingled with 120 fillers.
he fillers consisted of 20 polar questions with ma (i.e., yes-no question
article) , 20 A-not-A questions 6 and 80 declaratives. All stimuli lacked
unctuation and were randomized for each participant. 

.3. Procedure 

Participants were tested individually in a quiet room in Tsinghua
niversity in Beijing, and the whole experiment lasted about 15 min.
he participants’ were instructed to first read the stimulus on screen
ilently, and then to complete the sentence choosing a question mark or
 full stop. The experiment was run on E-prime 2.0 (Psychology Soft-
are Tools) and was semi-self-paced. The procedure was as follows. A

timulus appeared on the computer screen and participants had a max-
mum of 5 s to read it silently. If participants read the stimulus faster
han 5 s, they could press the space bar and move to the next screen to
ndicate their response. If participants exceeded the 5 s time limit, the
ext screen appeared automatically. This next screen showed the two
unctuation marks: a question mark (?) and a full stop (.) and partici-
ants had again 5 s to indicate their response. If participants exceeded
he time limit of 5 s, the next stimulus appeared automatically on screen.
he question mark and the full stop were counter-balanced on screen to
void any left or right preference by participants. 

.4. Statistical analysis and results 

We obtained a total of 3350 responses (1673 responses for target
timuli, 1677 responses for control stimuli; there were 7 missing re-
ponses for target stimuli and 3 missing responses for control stimuli).
e also extracted participants’ stimuli reading time and response time

espectively. 

.4.1. Responses 

Participants interpreted the control stimuli ( wh -sentences without
i ǎnr ) as questions 93.1% of the time, while they interpreted the target
timuli ( wh -sentences with di ǎnr ) as questions 59.7% of the time, and as
eclaratives 40.3% of the time, see Fig. 1 . We found a significant associ-
tion between the stimulus type (target or control) and the participants’
esponses, [x 2 = 518.91 (1), p < 0.001]. 

Moreover, we ran a mixed effects logistic regression using the glmer

ommand in the lme4 package ( Bates et al., 2015 ) in R (R Core Team,
017 ) to investigate whether participants’ responses can be predicted
n the basis of the stimulus type. Specifically, we first ran a null model
ith participants’ responses as a dependent variable, and participants
nd items as random factors. We then ran a model that included in ad-
ition the stimulus type as a fixed effect factor to see whether the model
as improved. Finally, on the basis of the first two models that included
articipants’ responses as a dependent variable, the stimulus type as a
xed-effect factor, and participants and items as random factors, allow-

ng by-participant and by-item random intercepts, we ran another three
odels that in addition allowed by-participant or/and by-item random

lopes for the stimulus type. Model fit was compared based on the like-
ihood ratio test ( Pinheiro and Bates, 2000 ; Bolker et al., 2009 ) and the
odel which included by-participant and by-item random intercepts,
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Table 1 

Summary of the results of the mixed effects 

logistic regression between participants’ re- 

sponses and the stimulus type. 

Estimate 𝛽 Std. Error z value p value 

− 2.261 0.286 − 7.916 < 0.001 
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nd by-participant random slopes for the stimulus type was found to
erform best [ 𝜒2 = 69.481, df = 2, p < 0.001]. The results showed that
he stimulus type (target or control) is a reliable predictor for partici-
ants’ response, see Table 1 . 

.4.2. Reading and response time 

Participants spent more time reading the target stimuli
 x = 2364.5 ms] as well as indicating their responses [ x = 559.7 ms]
han the control stimuli [reading time: x = 2024.1 ms; response time:
 = 445.7 ms], see Figs. 2 and 3 . 

To investigate the effect of stimulus type (target or control) on partic-
pants’ reading and response time, we ran a series of linear mixed-effects
24 
odels using the lmerTest package ( Kuznetsova et al., 2013 ) in R (R
ore Team, 2017 ). For the reading time we first ran a null model with
articipants’ stimuli reading time as a dependent variable, and partici-
ants and items as random factors. We then ran a model that included in
ddition the stimulus type as a fixed effect factor to examine whether the
odel was improved. Finally, on the basis of the first two models that

ncluded participants’ stimuli reading time as a dependent variable, the
timulus type as a fixed-effect factor, and participants and items as ran-
om factors, allowing by-participant and by-item random intercepts, we
an another three models that in addition allowed by-participant or/and
y-item random slopes for the stimulus type. For the response time, we
ollowed a similar procedure to the stimuli reading time. Model fit was
ompared based on the likelihood ratio test ( Pinheiro and Bates, 2000 ;
olker et al., 2009 ) and for both the stimuli reading time and the re-
ponse time, the model which included by-participant and by-item ran-
om intercepts, and by-participant random slopes for the stimuli type
as found to perform best [for stimuli reading time, 𝜒2 = 37.384, df = 2,
 < 0.001; for response time, 𝜒2 = 35.825, df = 2, p < 0.001]. 

The results showed that participants spent significantly longer time
n reading the target stimuli that contained di ǎnr than the control stimuli
Fig. 1. Participants’ responses in percentage (%) in the 

reading study. 

Fig. 2. Participants’ stimuli reading time with error bars 

showing standard errors. 
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Fig. 3. Participants’ response time in indicating the clause 

types with error bars showing standard errors. 
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ithout di ǎnr . Participants spent also significantly longer time in indi-
ating the clause type for the target stimuli than the control stimuli, see
able 2 . 

To summarize, the results show that wh -sentences with di ǎnr like
6a), are ambiguous between a declarative and a question interpreta-
ion in the absence of punctuation, context or prosody, as supported by
articipants’ responses in choosing the punctuations. The longer read-
ng time and response time in the target sentences than the control
entences offer further support for the claim that sentences containing
i ǎnr followed by a wh -word are ambiguous between wh -questions and
h -declaratives (see Ferreira and Clifton, 1986 , among others, for the
iscussion of a longer processing time on ambiguous cases than unam-
iguous cases). 

After establishing that wh -sentences with di ǎnr are indeed ambigu-
us in terms of clause types, we conducted a production experiment to
nvestigate the research question (R2) of whether and how prosody is
mployed to distinguish the two clause types. 

. Production experiment 

.1. Method 

.1.1. Participants 

Forty native speakers of Beijing Mandarin (23 females and 17 males,
 age = 21 years old, SD = 2.53) who were born and raised in Beijing
ere paid to participate in the experiment. None of these participants
ave participated in the reading study or any other similar studies. At
he time of recording these participants were students at Tsinghua Uni-
ersity. None of them reported speech problems or visual impairment.
rior to recording, informed written consent was obtained from each
articipant. 
Table 2 

Summary of the results of the linear mixed-effects models on partici- 

pants’ stimuli reading time and response time. 

Estimate 𝛽 Std. Error t value p value 

Stimuli reading time − 341.093 41.654 − 8.189 < 0.001 

Response time − 114.384 18.234 − 6.273 < 0.001 
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.1.2. Materials 

We created a total of 56 stimuli; half of the stimuli were wh -
eclaratives (see example in 7a), while the other half were wh -questions
see example in 7b). Wh -declaratives were string identical to their cor-
esponding wh -questions except for the punctuation at the end of the
entence. As shown in (7), we used the word order which is essentially
he same as the reading study: Subject (proper name, e.g. Táo W ēi ), Ad-
erb (e.g. zúoti ān ‘yesterday’), Verb (e.g. ná ‘bring’) + Perfective marker
 le ), ( di ǎnr ), Direct Object ( shénme ‘what/something’), and Prepositional
hrase (e.g. g ěi Líu G āng ‘to/for Liu Gang’). Each stimulus was 12 sylla-
les long and the stimulus length was kept constant across clause types
nd items. We also kept constant the combination of tones across clause
ypes and items for all the constituents, but the verb. For the verb, we
ncluded all four lexical tones, to obtain enough natural stimuli for the
xperiment. An example of a stimulus set is given in (7). 

[ wh -declarative] 
(7) a. Táo W ēi zúoti ān ná-le di ǎnr shénme g ěi Líu G āng. 

T2 T1 T2 T1 T2-T0 T3 T2 T0 T3 T2 T1 
Tao Wei yesterday bring- perf a.little something for Liu Gang 
‘Tao Wei brought a little something for Liu Gang yesterday.’ 

[ wh -question] 
b. Táo W ēi zúoti ān ná-le di ǎnr shénme g ěi Líu G āng? 

T2 T1 T2 T1 T2-T0 T3 T2 T0 T3 T2 T1 
Tao Wei yesterday bring- perf a.little what for Liu Gang 
‘What did Tao Wei bring (a little) for Liu Gang yesterday?’ 

.1.3. Procedure 

The recordings took place in a sound-proof booth in a lab of the De-
artment of Foreign Languages and Literatures at Tsinghua University
n Beijing. For the recordings, we used a head-worn unidirectional dy-
amic microphone (Shure SM10A) which was connected to an external
ound card (UA-1 G), and Audacity software (sampling rate 44.1 kHz, 16
it, mono). The stimuli were presented on screen without any preceding
ontext using Praat ( Boersma and Weenink, 2017 ) and the presentation
ace of each stimulus was controlled by the experimenter. Participants
ere instructed to silently read the stimulus on screen to understand

ts meaning, and then to utter it as if they were talking with someone.
articipants were not forced to read the sentences under any time pres-
ure. Once they had uttered the sentence, the new stimulus appeared
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Fig. 4. An exemplar waveform and spectrogram from a male participant with superimposed F0-contour, syllables, glosses and F0 measurements obtained based on 

the specific tones. 
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and Kaiser, 2015 ), see Fig. 6 . 
n screen. A pseudo-randomized list of stimuli was prepared for every
articipant to avoid any ordering effects. 

.1.4. Acoustic analysis 

We recorded a total of 2240 utterances (40 participants ×56 stimuli).
38 utterances were excluded from any further analysis due to slips
f the tongue, disfluencies and unnatural pausing. The remaining 1902
timuli were manually annotated using Praat ( Boersma and Weenink,
017 ), as shown in Fig. 4 . We obtained the following measurements
sing a number of Praat scripts. 

.1.5. Duration 

(i) Utterance duration in ms 
(ii) Word duration in ms; this was calculated based on the syllable

duration, see Fig. 4 . When the initial was a stop, we measured
the stop from the beginning of the release burst. 

.1.6. F0 

In Mandarin, a lexical tone is encoded by a pitch pattern ( Xu, 2001 ;
u and Wang, 2001 ). Following Duanmu (2004) (see also van de Wei-

er and Sloos, 2014 ) we used H(igh) and L(ow) to operationalize the
epresentation of the four lexical tones (T) in Mandarin. Hence, T1 is a
igh level tone and is represented as H, T2 is a rising tone and is repre-
ented as LH, T3 is a low tone represented as L and T4 is a falling tone
epresented as HL. We measured the following F0 points. 

(iii) F0-maximum (H) of the syllable that bore T1 (high level tone) 
(iv) F0-minimum and then F0-maximum (LH) of the syllable that bore

T2 (rising tone) 
(v) F0-minimum (L) of the syllable that bore T3 (low tone) 

(vi) F0-maximum and then F0-minimum (HL) of the syllable that bore
T4 (falling tone) 

(vii) For T0 (neutral tone) of the perfective marker le , following Li
(2002) , we measured first the F0-maximum and then the F0-
minimum, when the preceding syllable (verb) bore T1, T2 or T4.
26 
On the other hand, we measured first the F0-minimum and then
the F0-maximum, when the preceding syllable bore Tone 3. For
the second syllable of the wh -word shénme , namely, me , when
found in isolation it bears Tone 0. However, in our data, it be-
haved like a rising tone (T2); thus we treated it as such, measuring
the F0-minimum and then the F0-maximum. 

The obtained F0 values in Hz were converted into semitones (ST)
o reduce variation across speakers; following Li and Chen (2012) , for
emale speakers we used formula (i) ST = 12log2 (Hz/100), while for
ale speakers we used formula (ii) ST = 12log2 (Hz/50). 

.1.7. F0 range 

We also calculated the F0 range in ST of the wh -word ( shénme ), and
he post wh -word region, following previous studies ( Dong, 2009 ; Liu
t al., 2016 ). 

(viii) F0 range of shén and me : Given that shén is a rising tone and that
me also behaves like a rising tone, we calculated the F0 range
of shén and me respectively, shén as F0-maximum of shén – F0-
minimum of shén and me as F0-maximum of me – F0-minimum
of me . 

(ix) F0 range of post- wh -word region, namely, the prepositional
phrase (PP) (e.g. g ěi plus indirect object Líu G āng “to/for Liu
Gang ”). Given that g ěi carries a low tone, and that the first syl-
lable of the indirect object bears a rising tone and the second
syllable a high tone, the pitch contour in the whole prepositional
phrase is in general a rising contour. Hence we calculated the F0
range of the prepositional phrase as F0-maximum of the second
syllable of the indirect object (e.g. G āng ) – F0-minimum of g ěi.
See Fig. 5 . 

1.8. Intensity range 

(x) Intensity range of each syllable defined as Maximum-
Intensity − (minus) Minimum-Intensity ( Chen, 2005 ; Ouyang
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Fig. 5. The F0 contours of the PP and its F0-range obtained. 

Fig. 6. Intensity range measurement of each syllable. 
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Fig. 7. Mean sentence duration in ms with error bars showing standard error 

across clause types. 
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Table 3 

Summary of the linear mixed effects models on the durations. 

Estimate 𝛽 Std. Error t value p value 

Subject 5.626 1.860 3.024 < 0.01 

Adverb 1.146 3.039 0.377 > 0.1 

verb- le 27.993 2.730 10.253 < 0.001 

di ǎnr 5.339 1.239 4.310 < 0.001 

shénme − 11.065 3.588 − 3.084 < 0.01 

Preposition phrase − 0.397 3.818 − 0.104 > 0.1 
.2. Statistical analysis 

We ran a series of linear mixed-effects models using the lmerTest

ackage ( Kuznetsova et al., 2013 ) in R (R Core Team, 2017 ). Specifi-
ally, for every measurement, we first ran a null model with the relevant
easurement as the dependent variable, and participants and items as

andom factors. A second model included in addition clause type as a
xed effect factor. Finally, for each measurement, on the basis of the
rst two models that included the relevant measurement as a depen-
ent variable, the clause type as a fixed-effect factor, and participants
nd items as random factors, allowing by-participant and by-item ran-
om intercepts, we ran another three models that in addition allowed
y-participant or/and by-item random slopes for clause type. Model fit
as compared based on the likelihood ratio test for each measurement
 Pinheiro and Bates, 2000 ; Bolker et al., 2009 ); see Appendix A for the
etails of the fitting models in each measurement and their model fit
omparison results. 
27 
.3. Results 

.3.1. Utterance duration 

We found an effect of clause type on utterance duration; wh -
eclaratives [ 𝑥 = 2050 ms] are significantly longer than wh -questions
 𝑥 = 2020 ms]; see Fig. 7 . 

.3.2. Word duration 

Fig. 8 presents the mean duration of all words in the utterance.
e found an effect of clause type on the duration of the Subject, of

he Verb plus the perfective marker le , of di ǎnr and of the wh- word.
pecifically, the duration of the Subject, Verb plus le and di ǎnr in wh -
eclaratives ( 𝑥 = 347 ms, 𝑥 = 289 ms and 𝑥 = 171 ms respectively) are
ignificantly longer than those in wh -questions ( 𝑥 = 341 ms, 𝑥 = 261 ms
nd 𝑥 = 166 ms respectively). The pattern changes when examining the
uration of the wh- word shénme. Shénme in wh -declaratives ( 𝑥 = 294 ms)
s significantly shorter than in wh -questions ( 𝑥 = 305 ms). When look-
ng at the post- wh -word region, the prepositional phrase ( g ěi plus in-
irect object) in wh -declaratives ( 𝑥 = 572 ms) does not differ from wh -
uestions ( 𝑥 = 572 ms). 

In short, wh -declaratives are in general longer in terms of duration
han the corresponding wh -questions with an exception at the wh -word:
he wh -word shénme is longer in duration when it is a question word
han when it is an existential meaning something. The detailed results
f the mixed effects model can be found in Table 3 . 

.3.3. F0 

Fig. 9 presents the stylized means of F0 curves of the two clause
ypes broken per verb tone (from T1 to T4). As is shown, the most strik-
ng F0 difference between the two clause types is at the wh -word shénme

syllable (S) 8 and (S) 9), which shows a steep rise in wh -questions but
s relatively flat in wh -declaratives, and the F0 in wh -questions remains
igher than that in wh -declaratives until the end of sentence. To be spe-
ific, shénme in wh -declaratives has lower F0 at the F0-mimimum of
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Fig. 8. Mean word duration in ms with er- 

ror bars showing standard error across clause 

types. 
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Table 5 

Summary of the linear mixed effects models on F0 range with significant dif- 

ferences between clause types. 
hén ( 𝑥 = 9.964 ST), the F0-minimum of me ( 𝑥 = 10.462 ST) and the
0-maximum of me ( 𝑥 = 12.392 ST) than in wh -questions ( 𝑥 = 10.579
T for F0-mimimum of shén , 𝑥 = 12.008 ST for F0-minimum of me and
 = 17.625 ST for F0-maximum of me ). 

In the pre- wh -word region , we also found F0 differences at the verb
hen it bears T2. The F0-minimum and F0-maximum of the T2 verb in
h -declaratives ( 𝑥 = 11.947 ST, 𝑥 = 13.929 ST) are lower than that of
h -questions ( 𝑥 = 13.274 ST, 𝑥 = 15.465 ST) respectively. In the post-
h -word region, wh -declaratives are continuously lower in F0 than in
h -questions. To be specific, the F0-minimum of g ěi in wh -declaratives
 𝑥 = 8.820 ST) is lower than that in wh -questions ( 𝑥 = 12.036 ST); the
0-miminum and F0-maximum of the first syllable of the indirect object
n wh -declaratives ( 𝑥 = 7.601 ST, 𝑥 = 10.262 ST) are also lower than
hat in wh -questions ( 𝑥 = 10.328 ST, 𝑥 = 12.017 ST); finally, the F0-
aximum of the second syllable of the indirect object in wh -declaratives

 𝑥 = 13.327 ST) is again lower that in wh -questions ( 𝑥 = 14.560 ST).
he detailed results of the mixed effects model can be found in Table 4 .

.3.4. F0 range 

The F0 range differences between clause types were found at
he wh -word and the post- wh -word region. The F0 range of me in
h -declaratives ( 𝑥 = 1.930 ST) is smaller than that in wh -questions
 𝑥 = 5.617 ST). The F0 range of the prepositional phrase after the wh -
ord is bigger in wh -declaratives ( 𝑥 = 4.507 ST) as compared with that

n wh -questions ( 𝑥 = 2.524 ST), indicating a compressed F0 range in the
able 4 

ummary of the linear mixed effects models on the F0 measurements with sig- 

ificant differences between clause types. 

Estimate 𝛽 Std. Error t value p value 

F0-min shén − 0.714 0.171 − 4.167 < 0.001 

F0-min me − 1.630 0.263 − 6.199 < 0.001 

F0-max me − 5.298 0.393 − 13.468 < 0.001 

F0-min verb (T2) − 1.351 0.541 − 2.497 < 0.05 

F0-max verb (T2) − 1.561 0.265 − 5.894 < 0.001 

F0-min g ěi − 3.355 0.438 − 7.661 < 0.001 

F0-min indirect object(1st syllable) − 2.714 0.426 − 6.365 < 0.001 

F0-max indirect object (1st syllable) − 1.817 0.237 − 7.659 < 0.001 

F0-max indirect object (2nd syllable) − 1.364 0.310 − 4.401 < 0.001 

28 
ost- wh -word region of wh -questions. The detailed results of the mixed
ffects model can be found in Table 5 . 

.3.5. Intensity range 

Fig. 10 shows the mean intensity range of each syllable (S)
cross the two clause types. As illustrated in the Fig. 10 , the
ain differences between wh -declaratives and wh -questions are at

he verb- le (S5 and S6), the wh -word shénme (S8 and S9) and
 ěi (S10). Wh -declaratives have a bigger intensity range at the
erb ( 𝑥 = 20.210 dB) and at le ( 𝑥 = 7.701 dB) than wh -questions
 𝑥 = 19.079 dB, 𝑥 = 6.865 dB). The direction changes when looking at
he wh- word. Shén and me in wh -declaratives are significantly smaller in
ntensity range ( 𝑥 = 9.477 dB, 𝑥 = 7.745 dB) than those in wh -questions
 𝑥 = 10.095 dB, 𝑥 = 9.470 dB). Finally, for the prepositional phrase af-
er the wh -word, we only find intensity range differences at g ěi , which
s smaller in wh- declaratives ( 𝑥 = 15.315 dB) than that in wh -questions
 𝑥 = 17.966 dB). The detailed results of the linear mixed effects model
re summarized in Table 6 . 
Estimate 𝛽 Std. Error t value p value 

F0 range me − 3.653 0.274 − 13.346 < 0.001 

F0 range preposition phrase 1.975 0.487 4.054 < 0.001 

Table 6 

Summary of the linear mixed effects models on the 

intensity range with significant differences between 

clause types. 

Estimate 𝛽 Std. Error t value p value 

verb 1.119 0.179 6.243 < 0.001 

le 0.833 0.224 3.713 < 0.001 

shén − 0.620 0.157 − 3.963 < 0.001 

me − 1.729 0.351 − 4.927 < 0.001 

g ěi − 2.662 0.461 − 5.767 < 0.001 
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Fig. 9. Stylized means of F0 curves in ST across clause types with error bars 

showing standard errors; Min indicating the Minimum F0 measurement and 

Max indicating the Maximum F0 measurement. 

The stylized mean F0 curve is based on our F0 measurement as illustrated 

in Fig. 2 , namely we use a F0-maximum to represent T1(H), F0-mimimum 

and F0-maximum to represent T2(LH), F0-minimum to represent T3(L), and 

for T4(HL) we use F0-maximum and F0-mimimum. 
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. Discussion and conclusions 

The starting point of our studies is a new and interesting observation
hat wh -sentences containing di ǎnr is ambiguous between wh -questions
nd wh -declaratives ( wh -word has an existential interpretation), chal-
enging previous studies which claim that the existential interpretation
f a wh -word is available only in nonveridical sentences. To empirically
est this observation, we conducted a reading study on wh -sentences
ontaining di ǎnr . Another related question concerns how string identi-
al wh -questions and wh -declaratives are distinguished prosodically. By
eviewing previous studies, we found that an important knowledge gap
till remains with respect to the detailed prosodic differences between
andarin wh -declaratives and wh -questions. We therefore conducted a

roduction study on wh -declaratives and wh -questions, examining the
rosodic properties of each clause type. 
29 
The results of the reading study show that in Mandarin, wh -sentences
hat contain di ǎnr are ambiguous and can be interpreted as wh -questions
r wh -declaratives. In the former case the wh -word is interpreted as a
uestion word, while in the latter case the wh -word is interpreted as
n existential ‘something’. This empirical finding challenges the state-
f-the-art assumption that the existential interpretation of a wh -word is
icensed only in nonveridical sentences (negation, questions, condition-
ls and epistemic modalities) (see Lin, 1998 ; Xie, 2007 ; Lin et al., 2014 ;
uang, 2018 ), and calls for a reconsideration of the licensing conditions
f existential interpretations of wh -words in Mandarin (see Yang, 2018 ).

The results of the production study show that prosody indeed
arks the clause type (declarative vs. question) and differentiates
h -declaratives from string identical wh -questions. Specifically, wh -
eclaratives differ from wh -questions in duration, F0 and F0 range as
ell as intensity range. Wh -declaratives are uttered with a longer du-
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Fig. 10. Mean intensity range of each syllable 

(S) across clause types with error bars showing 

standard errors. 
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ation than the corresponding wh -questions in general. As for F0, con-
istent with previous studies, wh -words in wh -questions exhibit a steep
0 rise and expanded F0 range ( Hu, 2002 ; Lee, 2005 ; Dong, 2009 ; Liu,
009 , 2016 ) The findings on F0 are also consistent with previous studies
laiming that the presence of a high pitch is often a property of ques-
ion intonation cross-linguistically ( van Heuven and van Zanten, 2005 ).
n addition to F0, wh -words present a longer duration and a bigger in-
ensity range in wh -questions than wh -words used in wh -declaratives. 

Moreover, we find that duration not only marks the clause type, but
lso marks it “early ”. As shown in the results of the production experi-
ent, it is mainly duration that provides an early cue to differentiate the

wo interpretations from the onset of the utterance (sentence subject),
ith wh -declaratives always longer than wh -questions and at the verb- le

he difference reaches the peak. This early durational property (a shorter
uration in wh -questions as opposed to declaratives) can be considered
s another important feature of Mandarin wh -questions, in addition to
he commonly known higher F0. This finding of the duration property
s in general consistent with studies of other languages reporting that
uration plays a role in marking questions ( Lindsey, 1985 ; van Heuven
nd van Zanten, 2005 ; Cangemi and D’Imperio, 2013 ). In the post- wh -
ord region, wh -questions show a long-lasting higher pitch and their
0 range is smaller than that in wh -declaratives, indicating a typical F0
ompression after wh -words in wh -questions. In addition to the above
ndings on the different prosodic markings of the two clause types, our
roduction results also shed light on the discussion of the focal prop-
rty of wh -words and their prosodic realization. Following the approach
o focus proposed by Jacobs (1984 , 1991 ), the partition of content into
ocus and ground is related to illocutionary semantics: focus is defined
s the part of the sentence that is specifically affected by the sentence’s
llocutionary operator. According to this, in a wh -question, which is an
nformation-seeking question, the interrogative wh -word is typically a
ocus (see Cho, 1990 ; Lambrecht and Michaelis, 1998 ; Deguchi and Kita-
awa, 2002 ; Ishihara, 2002 , among others), while in a wh -declarative,
here the wh -word is a narrow scope indefinite ‘something’ and nor-
ally cannot be affected by any illocutionary operator, is not a focus.
ur production results provide further support to identifying the differ-
nt focus status of wh -words in wh -questions in contrast with wh -words
n wh -declaratives in Mandarin. 

It should be noted that different languages may have different ways
o realize focus, ranging from morpho-syntactic markers to prosodic
eans. For those languages that have a general correspondence be-

ween focus and the prosodic marking, focused constituents are typi-
ally characterized with an expanded pitch range and the post-focal re-
ions typically show a compressed F0 range (for Germanic languages,
30 
ee Cruttenden, 2006 , Fery and Kügler, 2008 , among others; for Man-
arin studies, see Xu, 1999 ; Yuan, 2004 ; Li, 2009 ; Chen, 2010 ; Xu et al.,
012 , among others). In addition, a focused element quintessentially
as a longer duration and greater intensity ( Xu, 1999 ; Chen et al.,
009 ; Li, 2009 ). In our production study, we found that wh -questions
ave a raised and expanded F0 range, lengthened duration and greater
ntensity range at the interrogative wh -word shénme and an F0 range
ompression after shénme , consistent with the prosodic markings of fo-
us in Mandarin. In contrast, our study reveals that non-interrogative
h -words in wh -declaratives are largely suppressed with an almost flat
itch, a short duration and a small intensity range, inconsistent with
he prosodic realizations of a focus in Mandarin. The different prosodic
ealizations of the wh -words in wh -questions and wh -declaratives serve
s additional evidence that wh -words have different focal properties as
 question word in wh -questions as compared with an indefinite in wh -
eclaratives. To conclude, in this study we have established that sen-
ences containing di ǎnr followed by a wh -word are indeed ambiguous be-
ween wh -questions and wh -declaratives, countering to previous studies.
urthermore, we have uncovered that wh -questions and wh -declaratives
re distinguished by prosody, supporting the role of prosody in marking
lause types in the absence of an overt syntactic interrogativity marker
 Bolinger, 1978 ; Ohala, 1983 , 1984 ; Jun and Oh, 1996 ; Frota, 2002 ;
ace, 2004 ; Vion and Colas, 2006 ; Baltazani, 2007 ). Our production re-
ults have demonstrated that wh -questions and wh -declaratives differ in
arious prosodic properties, not limited to F0; it is duration that marks
he two clause types early as wh -declaratives are continuously longer
han wh -questions in terms of word duration since the onset of the sen-
ence (subject). The current study also indicates that wh -questions and
h -declaratives differ in terms of the information structure; in particu-

ar, a wh -word in Mandarin is a focus when it is a question word (e.g.,
what’), but it is not a focus when it is an indefinite (interpreted as an
xistential ‘something’) used in a wh -declarative. 
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ppendix A 

Summary of all the fitting models on prosodic measurements where
he clause type has an effect and their model fit comparison results. 

Measurement The fitting model Model fit 

comparisons 

Utterance 

speaking rate 

SpeakRate < - lmer (SpeakRate ∼
condition + (condition|sub) + (1|item), 

data = data) 

𝜒2 = 15.148, df 

= 2, p < 0.001 

Utterance 

duration 

Utterance < - lmer (Utterance ∼ condition 

+ (condition|subject) + (1|item), 

data = data) 

𝜒2 = 15.148, df 

= 2, p < 0.001 

Word duration 

subject Word < - lmer (duration ∼ condition + 
(1|subject) + (1|item), data = data) 

𝜒2 = 9.128, df 

= 1, p < 0.01 

verb- le Word < - lmer (duration ∼ condition + 
(condition|subject) + (condition|item), 

data = data) 

𝜒2 = 48.028, df 

= 2, p < 0.001 

di ǎnr Word < - lmer (duration ∼ condition + 
(condition|subject) + (1|item), data = data) 

𝜒2 = 23.857, df 

= 2, p < 0.001 

shénme Word < - lmer (duration ∼ condition + 
(condition|subject) + (1|item), data = data) 

𝜒2 = 109.43, df 

= 2, p < 0.001 

F0 

F0-min shén F0 < - lmer (F0 ∼ condition + 
(condition|subject) + (1|item), data = data) 

𝜒2 = 10.597, df 

= 2, p < 0.01 

F0-min me F0 < - lmer (F0 ∼ condition + 
(condition|subject) + (1|item), data = data) 

𝜒2 = 63.800, df 

= 2, p < 0.001 

F0-max me F0 < - lmer (F0 ∼ condition + 
(condition|subject) + (1|item), data = data) 

𝜒2 = 199.67, df 

= 2, p < 0.001 

F0-min verb 

(T2) 

F0 < - lmer (F0 ∼ condition + (1|subject) 

+ (condition|item), data = data) 

𝜒2 = 6.763, df 

= 0, p < 0.001 

F0-max verb 

(T2) 

F0 < - lmer (F0 ∼ condition + (1|subject) 

+ (1|item), data = data) 

𝜒2 = 33.280, df 

= 1, p < 0.001 

F0-min g ěi F0 < - lmer (F0 ∼ condition + 
(condition|subject) + (1|item), data = data) 

𝜒2 = 116.00, df 

= 2, p < 0.001 

F0-min 

indirect object 

(1st syllable) 

F0 < - lmer (F0 ∼ condition + 
(condition|subject) + (1|item), data = data) 

𝜒2 = 80.000, df 

= 2, p < 0.001 

F0-max 

indirect object 

(1st syllable) 

F0 < - lmer (F0 ∼ condition + 
(condition|subject) + (1|item), data = data) 

𝜒2 = 6.5865, df 

= 2, p < 0.05 

F0-max 

indirect object 

(2nd syllable) 

F0 < - lmer (F0 ∼ condition + 
(condition|subject) + (1|item), data = data) 

𝜒2 = 75.306, df 

= 2, p < 0.001 

F0 range 

me F0 range < - lmer (F0Range ∼ condition + 
(condition|subject) + (1|item), data = data) 

𝜒2 = 130.01, df 

= 2, p < 0.001 

preposition 

phrase 

F0 range < - lmer (F0Range ∼ condition + 
(condition|subject) + (1|item), data = data) 

𝜒2 = 148.07, df 

= 2, p < 0.001 

Intensity range 

verb Intensity < - lmer (Intensity ∼ condition + 
(1|subject) + (1|item), data = data) 

𝜒2 = 38.591, df 

= 1, p < 0.001 

le Intensity < - lmer (Intensity ∼ condition + 
(1|subject) + (condition|item), data = data) 

𝜒2 = 15.361, df 

= 0, p < 0.001 

shén Intensity < - lmer (Intensity ∼ condition + 
(condition|subject) + (1|item), data = data) 

𝜒2 = 39.934, df 

= 2, p < 0.001 

me Intensity < - lmer (Intensity ∼ condition + 
(condition|subject) + (1|item), data = data) 

𝜒2 = 230.86, df 

= 2, p < 0.001 

g ěi Intensity < - lmer (Intensity ∼ condition + 
(condition|subject) + (1|item), data = data) 

𝜒2 = 236.47, df 

= 2, p < 0.001 
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